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PREFACE

This report was prepared by the Space Division, Aerospace Group of The Boeing
Company, Seattle, WasMngton 98124. The Boeing Company program manager was
Mr. Vladimlr Derlugin, head of Aerodynamics and Heating in the qpacecraft
Mechanics and Materials Technology Organization.

The program was initiated under NASA Contract NAS 9-7964, Analysis of the
Apollo Heat Shield Performance, issued through the National Aeronautics and Space

coAdministration, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas 770 .... The NASA

technical monitors were Messrs. Don M. Curry and Paul Murad of fhe Thermal Tech-
nology Branch of the Structures and Mechanics Div]slon.

Results obtained during this study are published in two volumes: Volume I,
Ana!ytlcal Methods; and Volume il, Computer Program. Boeing document numbers

assigned to these volumes are D2-I 14433-1 and -2, respectively.

Appendix A of this volume, "The Effects of Multidimensional riow through
Porous Matrices in Mass Transfer Cooling", was presented with minor mod_ficctions

at the AIAA_7th Aerospace Sciences Meeting in New York City. New York,
January 20-22, 1969r by Dr. E. P. del Casal, and is available as AIAA Paper
No. 69-149.
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ANALYSISOF THEAPOLLO

HEATSHIELDPERFORMANCE

By R_chard S. Gaudette, Eduardo P. del Casal,
David W. Halstead: and Vladlmir Deriugln

SUMMARY

An analytical study was made of surface and in-depth phenomena occurring in
the Apollo ablator heat shield during earth reentry. Areas considered were internal
chemlcal reactions, effects of property uncertainties on ablator performance including
shear removal, thermal conductivity, emissivity, carbun deposition, etc., and effects
of deviations from one-dimensional matrix flow. The kinetics of surface reactions and

carbon deposition received special attention and mathematical models were established
accounting for deposition rates as functions of temperature. An existing computer
program was used to incorporate the required modlflcatlons for achieving improved
ablation performance prediction and to provide the necessary analytical data for com-
parison with exi_tlng flight data. Correlations obtained during a previous study
(Ref. 1) were verified, improved, and incorporated in a simplified program-lndepen-
dent correlation routine which can be used in various existing programs. An improved
ublator performance prediction method was developed as a result of this study which
accountsfor

1) Internal reactions Vary with time,
2) Variable densities composition,
3) Conductlvlties pressure, and/'or
4) Specific heats temperature

and considers

5) Internal pressure
6) Diffusion of a limited number of species,

such as oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen.

A need for more experimental information in the range of higher heat and mass trans-

fer rates and shear conditions, as well as more detailed prnperty data, became quite
apparent in the course of this study. Although the developed method and correlation
routines require further study and verification, they can be considered an important
step towards a generalized ablation performance predlctlon program.
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INTRODUCTION

A requirement exists to provide accu,'ate methods for predicting the ablation
performance of complex materials such as those used on the Apollo heat shield, in
order to design optimum heat shields for entry vehicles. In particular, on the Apollo
vehicle the surface recession of the hec_tskield in flight was considerably less than
previously predicted, thus indicat_ng that the heat shield weight might be reduced
without sacrificing the safety of the vehlcle. A correlation routine developed under
a previous contract (Ref. 1) an.4 based on a semi-emplrical approach showed improve-
ment in predicting recession over the previously available methods when used as input
to a translent-type program. Since, however, the details of chemical processesend
analytical techniques were by-passed in the previous work_ thls phase of the ef_'t
has included some of the in-depth chernical phenomena. Th_s resulted in a metk.._
which is theoretically better substantiated than previous seml-emplrical routines. The
result of this approach is a prediction program which can be expected to be more
accurate than the previously developed methodsand, at the same time, forms a basis
for a generalized ablation performance prediction program applicable to a wider
range of ablation materials.

Equations (8)-(13) are conservation equations used in the computer programs;
equations (14)-(28) describe bo,Jndary conditions at external interfaces. Internal

sources and sinks due to chernlcal reactions or sublimation are described in equations
(29) -(33).

Simplified treatmerzts of

1) porous _olld Knudsen regime transport properties (as described in
Appendixes C and F)_

2) carbon deposition (as described on pages 22-24), and

3) carbon-silica reactions (as described in Appendix E)

were devised for inclusion in computer programs less complex than the one developed
in this study.

SYMBOLS _

All quantities are in consistent f.p.s, units unless otherwise noted in text. :!
Symbols not defined or used with another meaning are defined in the immedlGte con-
text of their use.

A frequency factor; area; generalized chemical species i

A estimated effective internal surface areap

2
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B activation'temperature; (rfl c S)/K
P

c molal concentration

c specific heat at constant pressure
P

C concentration of adsorptive sites; molecular velocity; (pls)/CplS)e

CIP constant inner wall pressure

CPD constant pressure drop across the matrix

d diameter

D binary dlf_usivity

D.. multicomponent dlffuslvlty
II

D1 thermal diffusion "coefficient

f volume fraction of solid in porous material; dimensionless boundary
layer stream function

fdep weight fraction or pyrolysis gas deposited as solid Carbon i

F radiant energy flux; function of, see equation (42) ii

g acceleration of element of ma_s

gc grayitational constant, 32.2 ft/sec 2

G molal Gibbs free energy; mole flux; gas constant, 1545 ft-lbf/Ib m

h speci,_ic enthalpy

H total enthalpy; h_t transfer coefficient

i ' molal enthalpy

J diffuslve flux

k thermal conductivity; sp_'_flc reaction rate; matrix thermal conductivity

K mass fraction

K equilibrium constant
eq

,j
_, 3
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K equilibrium constant in adsorbed phase

J_ residue thickness
r

Lf apparent pore diameter ' _-'

L mean free path
g .j _ "; . :,

rfl massflux " - _:"_.,

M molecul ar weight .i_. . ._-_..

n order oF reaction; number density of pores ._ .-_:._

{01 on the order of , __ , :; " ",..:":":..:,
* _..,. :_';':'_ _;"¢

p, P pressure _' _': ' " "_ ..,_ '_;-'.;.._.,.. ,.

f,t
I't

-_,.:'-. ",e_

W :,; .3 , ":....;_. [,....

Pr Prandtl number o " ; ' _i''.'" ': _'',. , . .; ".,';• •

cj heat fl ux ,. ' . .... ::".-...

• .,;.._"': _.

r radius; reaction rate _" - "" :; ";'":_';':: - . _,',_::.'1
:.:,,_._.,_

.R,, gas constant; radius of curvature; reference radius for _Apollo heat shl.'d .-/...e_:,,
• ,, ,,..,._,_

locations ,. _ . |., ,_,-.,,.i)i.,_,,,..

" l': _''' _s_-

g surfacerecession rate -. ; :,.4.__:,_."

, - " '" . .e..r','-_;-

S distance along surface; matrix thickness• .._ • -,":'_".._-_.,.:-
J_._::,_',_._r '

o_: '. F _Sc Schm;dt number , r i ; _

T temperature _ ,,, ,, ,.

u veloc;.ty; ve!ocity at edge of" boundary layer - _,_. ,

uw _ sllp velocity at wall : : ' '_'l_;_

, _. ..., ..,:_:....':_ .
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U volume flow rate

v interstitial velocity; veiocit,, component; B/T as defined in eq. (E91

V partial molal volume

' w massfraction

x,)',z Langmuir-Hinshelwood constants, see equation (34)

" x distance
-¢

.v coordinate normal to :.nner matrix surface
4

: Z compressibil ity factor

" : ot absorptivltT; stolchlometric coefficient

a nccommodation coefficient
ac

-t

- /3 velocity gradient :

! --F ermeability• P• c _ i : : "5 c

' F, : '> viscous permeabillty
V J

-_ ! F. inertial permeability -:I

8 correlation parameter, (r_/._)_o_ (Fv/Iil) " ;

E emissivity : <-

! _'r/ y/S; dummy variable

! -

_/* deposition efficiency

,i0 poroslty;.angular coordinate; fraction of. adsorption -sites

- j

, ,. X S/R

: /s vlsco_ity

_ " poros|_ -;
C

}

2 ..

_ 5 _

,j - .•

i
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p density

a collision diameter; Stefan-Boltzmann constantr 372 x 10-12ft-lbf/sec-°R4

1- tortuoslty

_mT (To + Tw)/2To

_T T/To

[ R I] �_w normalized stream function, _y(1) R " S

y w

blocking efficiency =

_'B blocking efficiency in Appendix A

_C cooling or transpiration efficiency in Appendix A

_sh aerodynamic shear function, _.,H u 0.5104'/!"wO e

_c mole Fraction

rs l_
_1 correlation parameter_ L_-_-_j_ --i

O

Subscripts and Indexes:

a " average quantity

ac accommodation

air air

. A per unit area; component A

; b boundary layer gas; backward reaction :

c convective; coolant; char formed after virgin plastic pyrolysis;
deposition chambe,-; conductive

C cai'bon 4
-.;

6 _J
Ir

?
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CH4 methane

comb combustion

d decomposing char

dep deposition (of carbon)

e evaluated at the boundary layer edge

eq, equ;I equilibrium

exc excess unpyrolyzable char

f fluid; in forward direcfion; final steady-state condition at exit
of deposition chamber

g gases

Hr H2 hydrogen

i species index; inertial; reservoir or ambient conditions

i species j

k species k

m molecules; porous matrix

mT mean temperature

M methane

n number of species

IN total number of species; number density of molecules

o at ablator--boundary-layer interface; initial value; unblocked value;
at entrance of deposition chamber; evaluated at inner surface of

matrix or ablatorr at TO

0 2 oxygen

p pyrolysis gas; porous solid; pores; product

pd pore depth

7

i
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pyr pyrolys_s gas

r reactant; radiative component; revc.Fse reaction; resldu(_J value at
0 pressure

s carbon surface; solid; at surface; at inner surface of matrix

sat, SV saturated vapor pressure condition

sh due to shear stress

sll sillca

SiO sil icon monoxide

sub subli,nation

T surface of temperature T; total

v vacant sites; viscous

VP virgin plastic

w evaluated at the outer surface of" matrix or ablator; at T
W

x in x (lateral) direction

y evaluated normal to matrix surface

8 angular coordinate along matrix surface

0 at reference condition

g

1 viscous term; first root of cubic equation; component 1

1D one-dlmenslonal

2 inertial term; secon-droot of cubic equation; char; component 2 T

3 third root of cubic equation

o0 Freestream or undisturbed condition

+ on positive side of interface

- on negative side of interface - r

1gGgo1461G-O14



S,.perscrlpts :

a constant, see equation (A25)

F._ at backwall

f Fluid

M maximum allowable quantity

N exponent in power law approximation for variation of viscosity
with temperature

s in solid

• time derivative

-- average quantity; partial quantity

vector quantity

FORMULATION OF ABLATION MODEL

Mathematical Model

The analytical model is developed primarily For analysis of the in-depth behavior
and performance of the ablation thermal protection s)[stem. It is assumed that the
boundary layer condition._ are given (Feat flux, enthalpy, and heat and mass transfer
coefficients). These conditions are mctchec_ at the receding material surface (inter-
face). No further coup!ing of the boundary layer with the ablation performance
analysis has been altempted althougk it is recognized that coupling 0f environmental
effects may significantly affect the ablation perfon :nce. It is also known that
chemical analysis may require detailed experimental veri._icatlon. However, in this "
study, emphasis was placed on the analytical model development for predicting the
performance of the char-formlng ablation protecfk;:_ _ystem with only an Overall com-
parlson with laboratory or flight test data. ,_

This section treats the general governing equations of porous matrix flow and 3

specialized applications to the Apollo ablation material performance. _
heat transfer with

Discussed are analyses of applicable chemical reactions, density variations, pressure

effects, and boundary layer matching. The analysis is directed toward obtaining a _°-iii
feasible numerical solution, _mplylng, in some cases, that_ methods must be used which
circumvent the lack of physical property data. The equations for one dimension in
space are incorporated in the Charring Ablation with Diffusion (CHAD) program.

1969014516-015



Governing equations.-The transport equations governing the Flow of energy,
mass, and momentum in porous media are not as well defined as those For continuous
media. However, it is customary to pattern the flow equations in porous media after
those For continuous media (reference 2). This is done without rigorous iustlFicatlon
and on the heuristic assumption that macroscopic properties may be defined much in
the same manner as in continuous media (which unfortunately is not always true).
On this basis, the Flew equations in porous media may be written as:

Overall equation of continuity for the Fluid:

at c.

CoTtinuity of species:

aPi _ •
a_t "_ "t" V !_ i I IE) Ci (2)

Note that

6c =_ Pci (3)
i=l

and

"'4

= w.m + Jim i I

where

S _ ,_,k

( )]- _)-1M-1 g-*,_- _" gk } -_ T V£n (4)Di T
k-1

Conservation of energy For the Fluid:

where T

ii-I _"pidT + Aii

I0
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Energy ecluation for the solld:

___(om ±) +Hm (Ts-Tf)- v. ( s)+Fs- (6)_t

Equatlon for pressure distribution:

_t_v+V p+uV + pg'Vp:Vp" 0 (7_

where

" m

p
f

v
v

Vp =

and i'he parameters v, rh, and pf have interstitial bases.

Assumptions and simpl_ficatlons: In the present study, the flow is generally assumed
to be one-dlmenslonol. Some multldlmenslonal effects are treated in Appendlx A.

The followlng baslc assumptlons are made:

(1/ The internal heat transfer coefficlent H is exceedlngly large so that the matrix
and fluld temperatures are essentially e_ual. The conductive heat flux then
becomes

DT

(-61cf -61cs) = (km + kf) c D-"_-

(where the thermal conductivlties have phenomenologlc_,i values not based on an
a priori physical model). Consequently, the energy equations may be comblned
into a slngle equation.

(2) Storage terms in the overall equations of continuity, specles comervatlon and
pressure dlstrlbution may be neglected without signlflcantly altering the overall
transfer process.

11
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>> _i i 0(3) It is assumed that Pm im i

Additional assumptions are made during this analysis and relevant limits of

valldlty are dlscussed.

S]mplifled equatlons.- Based on the above assumptions, the equations used
in this program are

Overall equation of continuity:

_ ' (8)

Continuity of species:
e

_mi

-_y" _i (9)

Energy ecl.uatlon :

"_ Pmi +-_y i " _y (kin+ kf)c _y + F-- F+

where

f s
F_ - Ff_+ Fs_and F+- F+ + F+"

Pressure dlstrlbutlon:

2
v vEy_= 0 (11)-u +

3y _l F2

The energy equation may be rewritten as:

-_ m "-_y km + kf)_y- _'_(_lwi i i + Ji ii) !

!.
where the conductlve and radiatlve contributlons have been comblned in an effective

thermal conductlvlty term:

_T
_T (k m + kf) c =-- + F - F+ (13)(km + kf) -_y ffi dy -

12

i
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In the present analysls, only molecular diffusion is taken into account. The dlffus;ve

flux J. for specles ";" is therefore related to the specles concentratlon by Fick's lawI

"_w.

J. = - pD.._.!
I Im _y

where D. in this case is an effective b_nary dlfFuslvity.im

Boundary Conditions. - The behavior of the ablator depen6s on cond_tlons in the
free stream and at the backwall. Two sets of boundary cond_tlons and a set of _nltlal
condltions are necessary to solve the physlcal problem. The boundary condlHons are
obtalned by speclfylng values for properties and/or fluxes at the outer and backwall
surfaces of the ablator, and _nltial condltlons are obtalned by speclfy_ng dlstdbuHons
at a g_ven time. If the ablator solutlon is required to correspond w_th that of its
surroundlngs, the solutions must be matched at the interfaces, i.e., ablator-boundary
layer and ablator-backwall interfaces.

Consider first the matchlng condltlons for the ablator and free stream (boundary/
layer). In formulating the matching condltlons, it is assumed that the ablator
(matrlx) surface is weil defined and reasonably approxlmated by a plane smooth surface.
On thls bas_s, roughness effects are taken into account Tn an indlrect manner, i.e.,
by defln_ng eddy terms at the surface. Condltions for the overall equation of contin-
uity are obtalned by conslderlng the mass fluxes at the wall as shown in the sketch
below:

/ =+
/

/

Ablator /

/
p i _ Boundary layer

/
where _ is the rate of surface recesslon in a moving coordinate system ,_ith the
orlgln fixed at the wall.

The net sum of the fluxes towards the interface equals the sum of _ke rl xes
away from the interface. Thus,

I

- "I"Pros" + i

The term p d arlsesfrom the factthatthe surfaceof the _blatorrecedesdue to mass
. m

transferonly. In the case of shrlnkage,_thisterm iszero.

13

i
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In a similar manner, the condltlons For the specTes equatlons may be formulated.
Consider the sketch below:

<W,,o)_,' (W,,o)+
/

/
/ = (,_w)+Ablator /
/

(rill)° _ Boundary layer
/
/

A species Flux balance at the wall ylelds:

(_i) - ° . (_i) + (15)

Notlce that summatlon of the above equation For a!l _ specTes yields the overall
equation of contlnulty at the surface

_(m_}_+ _(m_}o" _(ml)+ (16)

_m_ " _(_i)o (17)

In addltion, conHnulty of specles concentration is required, i.e.,

(_Io)_ " (wlo)+ " wio (18)

1, !

s
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Writing the species fluxes in terms of their convective and diffusive components,

If (rfl.) = O, then
I o

• Ill

The wall concentration (wl)--omay be obtained from -=

(ji) - _ (ji)l_ ._ t.',,,,i)o"

(wl) ° = _ml)+_ _(_i)_ (:_i)o # 0 (211

_r

c

(_i)_ - (Ji)_

(wi)° - _(_i) -

(rhi) + - (Ji)+ -"

/
J

(mi)- + mi° - (Ji)+
- (22)

J

15
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In ,.rder to derive the matching conditions at the ablator-backwa!l inter_oce,
it will fh'st be as;umed that the physical model shown below reasonably matches the
actual system:

Back-up material

-:.;--:.-::.'::::-.';;.%...:...... • •.,

:;"-'%"'":""""'-""" T

Spacecraft ¢_ln :':::i:'7_-...'::::_7;::.'--._-_":.4 /

.......... .oo ............ °°°.
...... ..oo ....... o.°°_.°°o°.°,

T! T2 -'+7..".:-'7-'.'.;7".'.7.'..'.X"-7: Boundary layer heat flux

,°,°°,°°°..oo.o,°o..°.o..°,o,
,.°°°°.°°°°°,.°°°..°.°°°.....,

!i ..-!iii i-ii:iiiiiii!"-;::i::-:.:;i:i.:--:;i:.:;i::;!-:i:i:i:i:!:::i
:'::.'::.'.':.°:.'::.-:.'-:°-.-:.°::.'::,

- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
-..--::-..:..:...-:-.:-:---.-_.:...-_._---::-.:::

(Hull + Insulatlon, .etc.)

The cabin temperature T is kept constant by air circulation and conditioning so that

_T= _T-I= constant. The object is to keep T3 < TM where TM is the maximum allow-
able temperature for the bonding material. Matching conditions are then derived
in the same manner as before.

For the overal!-equation of continuity, the matching condition becomes

since the backup materlc( is impermeable. In the case of the species equation,

(_i")o = (_iB)+

so that

(miB)o = _(mi)+ . 0

17
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and

(_iB)o = (Ji)+

therefore,

The matching conditions for the energy equation are obtained by considering the
skefch hetow:

/ I"(km+ kf) ?_T -+/ c)x

_TI /kn'77 _ = /

(E_I II)+
Backup material / Ablator

/

An energy flux balance yields:

I I )_T
gT- " kB _ - + mi ii +(km + kf) _x +

_T ! (_ ii) + (28)
•" kB_ _ + 3i

There is no need for pressure matching since the equation for pressure distribution
is of the first order and only one initial and boundary condition is required.

J

21

18
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Chemical Model

Several in-depth chemical reactions are treated: pyrolysis of the original
virgin plastic, deposition (and its reverse) of carbon from pyrolysis gases (assumed to
be methane), oxidation of carbon, pyrolysis of char via the reaction of carbon with
silica, and sublimations of silica and carbon. The forms of the rate equations used
in this study are:

Pyrolysis of virgin plastic (Arrhenius):

/_VP -- -Avp PVP PC e (29)

Deposition of carbon (Langmulr-Hin_helwood):

rflC = - tl* x . (30a)

I 1 - PHy + PMZ - 2PMPHYzl 2

Oxidation of carbon (Ar?henlus, forward only1:

/_comb = Acomb e-Bcomb/T (PO2)ncomb (30b) ,

Sublimations of carbon li = 1.2.3] (Knudsen-Langmulr/:

Apa C.

• ' ( ) = e-Bsub' Ci' r/T

Psub, C., = (2_rRT).5.MCi PSV,Ci - PCi Asub, Ci, r

(Keq, Ci - PC, / (30c) -

Pyrolysis of char [SiO 2 + C = SiO + CO] (Arrhenius): - "

n -B /T
/_c _Ac(pc Pexc) c c= - e (31) i

-v

l

1

!_
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SimpJe subl;mation of silica (Knudsen-Langmuirl:

_ Ap aSiO2 _Bsub, S_o2/T

/_sub,SiO 2 (_)5(Psv, sIo2 - PSiO2/= Asub, SiO2 e(Keq, SiO2 - PSiO2I (32)
I

Degradatiw sublimation of silica !SiO 2 = SiO - _ 0 2] (Arrhenius/:

/T

p Asio, r e Keq, SiO - PSiO 0 2 (33)

For Apollo applications, the sublirnctions of silica and carbon [equations (30c/,
(32),and (33)J were neglected, since the char pyrolysis reaction preferentially con-
sumes available silica, and the temperatures encountered are too low for significant
carbon sublimation. However, provision is made in the CHAD program to acco:.n:no-
date subroutines which consider such reactions.

Since reactions between constituents of pyrolysis gases may occur, and because
of the transient condition o._ ;hese g_ses, it has been extremely difficult to even
detect the-ln s:.tu species, much Jess identify their reactions and reaction rates.
Therefore, at times, there is no other way but to account for such reaction_ indirectly
by manipulating the average value of the specific heat of the pyrolysis gases. Equi-
librium calculations for an excess of 40 species in the IC-H_-SI] system at typical
temperatures, pressures, and species ratios encountered in ablation systems gave
equli_brlum specific heats (i.e., the derivative of enthalpy at constant pressure with
respect to temperature, maintaining an equilibrium composition/ as high as 8.0 Btu/
Ib -°R_ a value much too high for successful ablation data correlation by energy
considerations. Practically then, one is forced to reject the assumpHon of chemical
equilibrium in the pyrolysis gases.

As any of th_se reaction progress, the change in density, porosity, gas flux,
and energy depc_ition are calculated and accounted for in the overall .material per-
_ormance prediction.

Computer Program

The CHAD (CH_arring Ablation with Diffusion) program has been developed duE-
ing this contract from the p'_'eviously existing CHAP program of The Boeing Company.
The purpose of this development was to obtain a sophisticated program which would
be used to account for the ablation performance of complex ablators such that data
could be obtained For simplified correlations applicable to the behavior of the Apollo

2O
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hea_ shield material. The CHAD program is the ablation analysis port!on of CHAP 1,
modified to include multiple reactions and diffusion.

Added capabilities of the CHAD computer program are:

1. Three reaction zones (virgin plastic pyrolysis, sillca-carbon reactions, and
carbon deposltion_.

2. Temperature, composition, and pressure variant thermcl conductivity and specific
heat for the char and virg,n plast'c.

3. Variable char density and varlabie char composition.

'_ Gas specific heat which c_n be varied with gas temperature end composii'ion.

5. Internal pressure profile determined and gas dlffusicn calculated.

The CHAD program solves the one-dimenslonal heat equation by the "mplicit
Crank-Nicolson finite- difference method. The material properties which are func-
._ionsoF more than one variable, particuJarly temperature, are determined at a
temperature which is an average of the old temperature and the new estimated

/'rtemperature. ,,he size of the time-step is controlled by limiting the deviation allow-
ed between the estimated tempeFature, required for material properties, and the cal-
culated temperature). Variables other t_an temperature are largely decoupled.

Before entering a new time step for temperature calculation, the internal gas
pressure and gas component concentrations are calcu!at_,ci based on the various values

for the start of the time step. The gcs pressure is determined by a modified '_'ormoF
Darcy's equation. The gas componen._ concentrations are separately determined by
an implicit flnite-difference solution of the mass transfer equation.

The mass transfer equation includes convection, diffusion, and source (or sink)
terms.

Within the reiteration _oop for the temperature determination are placed the
calculations of the surface recession, reaction rates, gas flow rates, denslHes and
thermal propertles.

1 The CHAP program is a combinatlon Convectlng H_eatlng and A--olatlon analysis
Program. The ablation analysis portlon is commonly called the CHARM program.
References 3 and 4 descrlbe these computer programs.
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Inputs required are material prcp_rfies, heating rates to the surface, or surface
temperature history, and tlme and printout controls. Output consists of surface re-
cession, femFeratures , density, gas flow, internal pressure, and gas concentration
profiles. The computer program is documented in Volume II of this report.

A simplified approach was developed for consideration of pressure, composition
and temperature dependency of the virgin plastic thermal conductivity, for carbon
deposition, for internal char pyrolysis, and for surface recession. This approach can
be used in ablation programs which do not consider the internal momentum equation,
diffusion, or further internal reactions except virgin plastic py, olysls. This approach
is discussed in more detail in the section on prediction method verification.

PROPERTY DETERMINATIONS

;_'hile the physical and mathematical model is intended to be generally applic-
able to charring ablat_rs, it remains to assign values to the physiochemical properties
pertainlna f_ the Apollo ablation material before successful performance predictions
can be accomplished. Several rather involved property determinations will now be
treated in detail (kinetic constants for carbon deposition, pressure variation in porous
soiid thermal conductivity, and surface reaction kinetics]. A compilation of the
ave!table experimental and heuristically determined property data also follows,

Carbon Deposition

The post-flight char evaluation data of reference 5 show ft.at ther, "s _ften an
increase of density near the surface, attributable, it appears, ta deposi on of solid
carbon (soot formatlonl From the pyrolysis goses rather than to coalescence and ."low
of molten silica. While deposition may be of two types, surface and volumetric
(reference 6), it will be assumed that the surface type of deposition of carbon occurs.
A reasonably complete body of data For one surface deposition reaction - that of
carbon From methane - may be found in reference 7. These data were treated to
deduce k]netlc constants for the overall forward and reverse reactions represented by

CH 4 _- C(s) + 2H2 Ill

The analysis is developed in Appendix B. A Langmuir-Hinshelwood model fit
the data better than an Arrhenius approach. The Langmuir-Hinshelwood model for
carbon depos_tlon from methane was divided into two regimes For the purpose of evalu-
ating the constants involved, since all GF the data could not be fitted well using one
set o,r three constants. Since the assumptions of low surface coverage, a Langmuir
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form of isotherm, and stolchiometrlc order of reaction may not hold for high species
concentratlons_ it may be expected that a different set of constants would be induced
from those found at low _pecles concentrations.

The best correlat;on obtained thus far is given by:

{4PH2Y [(PH2,/Ke , - z + _ p 2+ 2 q dep) PCH4] 4PcH4 PH2YZ 4PcH4 H2 y2z}
% 11"X (34)

[-i y+Pc. - 2P y,]2- PH2 z CH4 PH2

where the constants x_ y, z, and K have the values:
eq, dep

x = 2.84 x 10-2

y = 1.16 x 102 .003333 _< PH2(atm) < .02834
z = 1.78 x 103

(35)
x = 1.24 x 10-3

-- .- (atm) < . 2913
y 1.14 x 10-1 .02834 < PH2
z = 4.22

K = 5.012 x 103 (atm), the equilibrium constant for reaction [11
eqr dep at 2000°C

and 11" is given by

3. 289 x ]05 exp T,OR (36)

Each of the constants x, y_ and z should, in general, exhibit a temperature
variation; unfortunm'ely, only single data points were available for temperatures other
than 2273 °K, allowing only one constant to be cast as a function of temperature
(x being the most convenlent). Equation (34) may be utilized to account for the
effects of both pressure and temperature variations on the carbon deposltlon rate with
the understanding that the temperature variation of the constants may be changed as
more deposition data become available.

The pore surface area for deposition may be estimated by the following rela-
tionship (developed in Appendix B):

2 _'dep0A - (37)
p r
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The volumetric rate of deposition is then given by

Pdep ,'flC A (38)P

A constant heat of carbon deposition was selected from reference 8 at the
value at 1900 OK which is 3311 Btu,/Ib (endothermic).

The a_sumption made in util;zing reaction [11is that carbon deposition from
methane approximates the deposition chemistry within the Apollo char; it would be
most difficult to verify this assumption in an experiment. The deposition model is

presented as an ad hoc prediction device for this phenomenon in the Apollo char.

Thermal Conductivity

While considerable data has been _btained For the thermal conductivity of both
charred and virgin plastic ablators (e.g., references 5, 9, and !01 little attention
has been paid to the pressure dependency of this property, even though it is known
that typical pores of the chars are of dimensions such that non-continuum transport
processes may predominate when ambient pressures are low enough (e.g., reference 11).
Data presented in reference 5, for the Apollr_ material virgin plastic thermal con-
ductivity, demonstrates the pressure variation of thermal conductivity is great enough
to warrant its general inclusion in an ablation program prediction method. (Whether
or not this property variation will actually be significant in o given case depends
upon the pressure encountered during a trajectory.) An approximate method of pre-
dicting the pressure and gas composition variations of porous solid thermal conductivity
is outlined in reference 12. When applied to the limited data of reference 5, this
approach led to two plausible relationships between virgin plastic thermal conductivity
and pressure as shown on Figure 1. These curves were developed from the analysis
described in Appendix C. The gas phase contribution to the total porous solid ther-
mal conductivity may, as indicated in the appendix, be made to vary also with
temperature and composition.

Surface Reaction Kinetics

One of the more abstruse problems remaining to be solved is that of finding a
successful model to predict surface recesslon due to chemical reaction (corrosion).
The approach taken in this work coupled an approximate rate of diffusion of ambient i

reactive species to the surface with the rate of consumption at the surface. A steady :;
state concentration was calculated, and the kinetic constants of an Arrhenlus expres-
slon determined. Appendix D presents the derivation of the expression for coupled
diffusion and kinetics, lists several reaction models tested, anrJ shows results obtained

when these models were applied to wind tunnel data supplied (references 1 and 13/.
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The treatment of data in th_s manner presupposes no combuslon of pyrolysis
gases by ambient species or corrosion of surface char material by the pyrolysis gases.
In addition, the Arrhen_us reacHon model may not be so realistic as one which
accounts For surface adsorption processes such as a Langmulr-Hinshelwood model. For
example1 it is Felt that chemlsorpHon of oxygen on carbon plays a role in the over-
all kinetics of carbon oxidation (reference 14/.

Several chemical models for surface recession were tested by application of the
Iheofy of Appendix D. These reactions were

2C(s) + 02 = 2CO [111

C(s) + 02 -- CO 2 f llll

SiO 2 _-202 + 5C(s) = S_O + 5CO l IV]

S_O2 + 4.5 02 + 5C(s) = SiO + 5CO 2 IV]

SiO2 + 1.5 02 + 5C(s) -- Si(I ) + 5CO IVI]

SiO 2 + 5C(s) + 402 = Si(i ) + 5CO 2 rVll]

where the subscripts s and I indicate solid and liquid states, respectively.

None of these reactions closely ,_ollow the simple Arrhenlus reaction model of
the theory_ although the most promising is Reaction [!1]. In using this reacllon, it
is assumed that coalescence of the residual silica occurs, followed by inhibition of the
rate of oxidation of the carbon matrix, because of the necessity of oxygen diffusion
through a film of molten silica on the carbon. Figure 2 shows an Arrhenlus plot of
the reverse specific reaction rate constant For this model. Rates can be predicted
to within a factor of 2. This factor may represent too large an ineccuracy for some
trajectories in predicting surface recession. For some reaction models, there is in-
sufficient oxygen available from the boutldary layer tr_ permit the calculated surface
recession. In such cases, the oxygen req,irement can usually be fulfilled by the
pyrol/sis gases. However, the reaction mode.s should then include two or more simul-
taneous chemical reactions which would result in a much more compl!cated solution
than shown in Appendix D.

Other Properties

Table I presents all property data used in the computer program, their values
and remarks as to their source, and limits of validity.
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TAB j o Continued
| i i i ,_

Symbol Prol)erty Description alue Units Remarks

Corbon<il;ca reaction
K . 2

eq, c equilibrium constan" via afro Reference 8

SiO 2 + C = SiO - CQ

K Equilibrium constant for 4
eq, comb char combustion via arm Reference 8

Reaction II!1

• Equillbrium constant for
Keq, dep carbon deposition via : arm Reference 8

Reaction ill

Equilibrium constant for
Keq, suE: "' ""silica sublimation from atm"_''_ Reference 8

._ equations (32) and (33)

n Order of reaction .tar 1 - _ Reference i9
:_ c carbon-sfl ice reaction ."

ncomb Order of reaction for I _ Deduced From data of
• ; char combustion Appendix D

n Order of reaction for 1 - Reference 16 ":
. pyr oyrol _sis

Estimated from the data
r Pore radi us 10 mi crons

: reference 1!

T Initial oblator temperature 100 OF I Assumed

" Calculated by Pr P'r pro- i'
e Edge velocity - ft,,"sec gram for given trajectory

_- and pressure gradient !

' Moss fraction of oxygen at 0.23 - Reference 17

: WO2'e edge of boundary layer -I ...............................................J.- . ......

Constants for carbon

x,y,- deposition See 2quatlon (35) Appendix B

: el Charred residue absorptivity

i Accommodation- coefficient O. O1 - Reference 18
asub for silica sublimation 1

aVp Virgin plastic absorptivity . Assumed
.- Data from reference 22 and I

r Viscous permeability of , corrected for slip flow con-
x,c char in normal_ directlon ft-2 ditlons by method of refer- !

_' 1 ence 23 I "'

* Indicates variation with time, composltiont temperature, and,/or pressure. I -"

J
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TABLEI - Concluded

Symbol Property De,cription Va.lue I Units Remarks

Data from reference 22

C VP Viscous permeability of and corrected for slip flow
virgin piastlc in normal * ft-2' conditions by method of
dire_.t.;on reference 23

Data from ,efe,ence 22

Viscous permeability of char , ft-2 and corrected for slip flow
['y,c in lateral direction conditions by method of

reference 23

Viscous permeabilitx of
S, VP virgin, plastic in lateral 0 ft -2 Assumed (for use in abla-

direction tion p_ogram)

AHc, comb Heat of combustlon for char: , Btu/Ib "Reference 8via Reaction fill m

Enthalpy of carbon deposl- , Btu/Ib Reference 8&Hc tlon via Reaction II] m

AH Heat of combustion for

g, comb residual pyrolysis gases 6173 Btu/Ibm Reference 1

AH Heat of pyrolysls of virgin 350 Btu/Ib At 535 o
pyr plastic m Rt heuristic

_Hsu b Heat of sublimation of silica , Btu/Ib Reference 8
via SiO2 = SiO + _rO2 m

Charred residue emisslvity O. 65 - Reference 16c

eVP Virgin plastic emi,-s.vity 0.9 - AssumedL

Pc Density of charred residue 20 Ibm//t3 References 5 and 16after virgin plastic pyrolysis ._

PC ofMaxlmUmcarbontheoretical density 140.4 Ibm//t3 Reference 20

Pdep !Density of deposited carbon 14 ib /ft 3 Rough estimate from datam supplied in reference 16

Psll ofMaximUmsillcatheoretical density 136.7 Ibm/r? Reference 20

PVP Density of virgin plastic 34 Ibm//t3 Reference 5

I" Tortuosity 3.8 - Assumed
ii I

• Indicates variatlon with time, composition, temperature/ and/or pressure. __
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ABLATION DATA INTERPRETATION

At present, it appears that one of the problems of ablation theory is the corrob-
oration of both ground test and flight test data with the same physical model and set
of property values. While some lack of corroboration may be due to inadequate
specification of the heating environment, it is felt that scale effects and multidimen-
sional Flux (both heat and mass) phenomena must always be considered before exfrc_-

polation from ground test data to a prediction of flight performance is made,
particularly when test models are of small radius of curvature, and/or the boundary
layer edge velocity gradient/3 is large, either in the ground test or in fl:ght. In
addition, the assumption of equal matrix and fluid temperature should always be
verified, particularly when slip flow occurs.

Oround Facility Testing

Because of the high boundary layer edge velocity gradient and the small radius
of curvature of the ground test models of references 13 and 15, the possibility of
multidimensional flow should be tested, and the flow parameters (i.e., the mass flux
of pyrolysis gases _ , the blocking efficiency _ and the rate of oxygen diffusion
through the boundar_ layer rh ) adjusted according to the theory of Appendix A.

0 2

Thus, the stagnation region performance may be more nearly properly interpreted,
lending more confidence to extrapolations for in-flight predictions. As shown in
Appendix D, most of the multidimensional flow effect for the wind ?unnel test models
of reference 13 lies in the reduction of the pyrolysis gas mass flux due to the signifi-
cant radially expanding area encountered by the pyrolysisgases as they percclate
through the char from the reaction zone. Some tendency toward boundary layer
influx is also possible. Tab!e !1 shows the values of pyrolysis gasmass flux with

1) radial area expansion and influx-tenc_ency, 2) with radial area expansion alone,
and 3) without these (one-dimensional). The pyrolysis gas combusion model for ref-
erence 1 should be reanalyzed with these revised mass flux estimates.

Apollo Flight Testing

The multidimensional flow theory was applied to in-flight conditions at body point
705 (near the stagnation polntl during the AS-501 trajectory. This application was
decoupled from the charring ablation computer program, and therefore used as o c.d-
terion for suitability of the one-dlmensional model of the computer program. Multi-
dimensional flow effects significantly increased surface temperature over the one-
dimensional prediction at --_400 seconds during the traiectory , as shown on figure 3. ._
Some multidimensional flow effects are expected also throughout the remainder of the
trajectory.
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TABLEII- THEEFFECTOF MULTIDIMENSIONALFLOWON THE
STAGNATIONPOINTMASS FLUXOF A PYROLYSISGAS

Mass flux.., ril , Ib /ft"-sec iL
g m i!

I'

Plasmadyne model Axisymmetric Flow One-dimensional !'
,,

numbers flow
I'

F = [' [" = 0 (a) :'
x, c y, c x, c i!

130,131,132 68 x 10-3 1 79 x 10'3 2.32 x 10-3 !i• • ii
H

h

'- 120,12i,!22,154 ] 67 1 88 2.43 !i.... ii

125, 126, 127 2.63 3,18 3.83 ,

" 145, 146, 147, 149 2.98 3.14 3: 95 _!

! 'i" i40,141,142 .'3.85 4.16 5 23

135, 136, 137 "l.97 4.39 5 45

_58, 159 ,1.74 5.35 7 10

J

(a) Determined from the slope (g, in/sec) of a plot Of penetration of the

1060 OR isotherm versus time at 150-seconds for the Plasmadyne runs

of reference 13. The decomposable density was taken to be 17.5 Ibm/ft3.
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Faired thermocouple data (Apoilo flight AS-S01)

Multldlmensiona_ flow model, |'0 = S x 10-9

• CHARM res_,!ts at 0.3"

II CHARM results at the surface of hea._ shleld

3800 I 1

I

3400 _ 0.1" I Body point 705
S/R = 0. 969

3200

Temperature, °F _i (_0 21L...,i ,_

3000 " . " -

2800 _ i 0.3"

/ "" o.3,.._ '

2600 .....

! /

I /
2400 Iii

2200 ....... '

380 400 ¢20 440 460 480 i00 i

Time from 400 000 feet, seconds _-

Figure3.-Multidimensionalfloweffectson the Apollo
heatshieldmaterial.
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PREDICTION METHOD VERIFICATION

Simplified Approach

Since the detailed-model approach of this study leads to the necessity of sub-
routines in an involved computer program, ;t would be convenient if "effective"
property values or simple expressions Based on the detailed considerations could be
devised for use in computer programs describing less complex ablation models.
Var,ous slmpllflcations follow:

(1) For virgin plastic thermal conductivity kvp , the expression of Appendix C may
be input directly, allowing for a temperature variation of the gas-phase contri-
bution to thermal conductivity based on a binary gas of hydrogen in a heavier
gas of molecular weight 28, with a hydrogen mole fraction of .05 (bJsecl on
typical results of the complete program) including the interna! species diffuslon
subroutine. The relationship is thus given by:

k Lf
= g + k (39)

kVp (1 - f) (Lf + L ) s,rg

(2) The model for carbon deposition may be approximated by an on-off reaction
(i.e.1 a planar infinite-rate reaction) which deposits carbon at a density of

14.0 Ibm/ft3 at the maximum inward reaction plane velocity
rh

• __

Sdep fdep Pdep (40)

This maximum rate may be further limited by the inward velocity of some
isotherm T,

IT = dYT/dt

(where YT is .'he inward depth at whlch temperature T is attained), below which
depos|tioh rates are negligible as shown by exercise of the deposltlon subroutine
in the CHAD program, suggesting that T may_ke set at 2900 °R.

(3) Internal reaction between carbon and silica near the surface may Be determined
by the method outlined in Appendix E_ which reduces the process to that of ar_
effective surface subllmationl the rate of which is described by an exponential

integral B ;
_ -

Tw

fe-  v= ? (41)
00

(Exercise of the CHAD program showed that this reaction should be considered ...
in the range of 3600 - 5400 OR),
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(4) For Apollo applications, the correlation of surface recession rhsh attributable to
shear removal developed in reference 1 is

rflsh : F _/ H u 0.5 : F (_sh) (42)O e

Equation (42) successfully predicts total surface recession during the Apollo re-
entry conditions investigated. [he correlation in reference 1 for surface oxida-

tion did not predict detectable recession at any time. For ease of analytical
input into a computer program, the shear recession correlation was divided into
3 straight lines, as shown in figure 4. The equations for these lin._ _:e

For the limit

0.33470 log10 _sh - 3.67200 _sh <- 3.3 (43)

Iogl0 rash 1.34309 IOgl0 _sh 4.22915 _.3<q'h < 9.0

.lr, "_

_6.36877 log10 _sh 9.04655 _

The extrapolation of low _, has some theoretical iustiflcation since the _lope
of the llne approaches 1/3, whiSr_ is the theoretical value of melt-layer theory

(reference 26/. The ordinate rflsn,was taken to be pc Sw' where Pc = 16.5 and
must be scaled accordingly when Pc _: 16.5.

Data Comparison

The CHAD computer program and the simplified routine developed in this work
used the property values shown in Table I to predict surface recession and internal
temperature response of the Apollo ablation material for two typical body locations,

each in two reentry trajectories. Body points 705 and 707 were selected, using the _'.
trajectories and heating rates for the AS-50I and AS-502 mlsslons. Figures 5 and 6
compare the predicted ,_alues with the in-flight data obtained on the Apollo vehlcle.

The simplified program gave good correlation wlth experimental results (figure 5/,
however, care should be taken in using the same property values for predicting the
ablating material response in significantly different heating environments.

Considering the uncertainty of property values input to the CHAD program, the
correlations obtained are also reasonable (figure 6/. A more nearly complete consid-
eration of the pertinent phenomena, as in the CHAD program, gives more reliability
to calculations Of the surface and in-depth response of an ablating material. How-
ever, the values of several physical propertles_ previously undetermlned, must be
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Line IOglo rflsh = For the limits

Q .33470 log10 _sh - 3.6720 _sh-< 3.3

0 1.34309 IOglo _.sh - 4.29915 3.3 < _sh < 9.0

1_0 6.36877 _Oglo_h " 9°04655 _sh _-9.0
-3

4 X "

,' i]7f , I
a- 1 -

, /I

r_sh, Ibm//ft2-sec I tiL -, j

1 [I Ic,

.4 _,,,7_oI

r

l

.1 ........... 1 ,,,
1 2 4 6 8 10 20

I04/T

_sh = _H u {.5] w bm 2o e , I /ft-sec

Figure4.- Correlationofsurfacerecessionduetoshear
in anoxldlzlngshearenvironment.
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verified before making a final adjustment of proper_'y values to obtain even better
correlations. Numerical problems may also ar;se as a consequence of the magnitude
of property values. For example, in a large-pore wall area, the rate of carbon
deposition becomes high enough to cause an unstable condition in the numerical
scheme of the CHAD program and terminates .no calculation (after approximately !20
seconds _n a typical case). With a more moderate deposition rate, ;'he program is
stable during the complete time regime. In the unstable casef it is felt that the
planar-deposltlon model of the slmp_ified program will give satisfactory results. An-
other procedure would be to decrease the distance increments in the finite-difference
calculations, but the possible advantage of a more stable program may be negated
by higher computation time.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Application of the CHAD program to the prediction of the in-fllght Apollo
ablation performance was successful. Less complex approaches may be justified on
the basis of CHAD results.

I'he CHAD program accounts for several phenomena other than the overall
energy and mass conservation equations usually considered in ablation programs:

1) Internal diffusion of important species.

2) Knudsen regime properties.

3) Internal momentum equation (including effects of porosity and permeability
changes/.

4) Internal sources and sinks other tkan virgin plastic pyrolysis.

The program was successful in predicting ablation surface and in-depth phenomena,
including surface :ecesslons_ carbon deposition, char layer reactions, char density
profile, and internal temperature response. Internal diffusion of boundary layer and
pyrolysis gas species was negligible because of the high level of pyrolysis gas mass
flux maintained during the Apollo flight trajectories. Consideration of internal oxi-
dation is therefore not necessary for this mater!al_ nor is a composition variant
thermal conductivity of the virgin plastic.

Further data for shear removal beyond the range c[*alned previously are neces-
sary for a verified surfacerecesslon correlation at the highest shear levels encountered

during Apollo reentry. An exhaustive parametric trade study is required to demonstrate
the accuracy needed for input property values.
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At high temperatures ('-,4000 °F), the radiative component and the gas phase
contribution to overall char thermal conductivity must be considered, otherwise the
gas phase specific heat must be scaled downward.

It appears that lack of thermal equilibrium occurs between the char solid matrix
and the internal gas phase near the surface For both in-fllght and ground test condi-
tlons. Further sophistication of the energy balances in the computer program is
required. The correlations available for oxidative surface removal should be -e-
analyzed with conside_atlon of Finite :nternal Nusselt number and multidimensional
flow effects.

It was _ound _hat multidimensional flow is generally present in stagnation region
abJation and reduces the blocking efficiency of the pyrolysis gases, at times even
causing influx. Experimental and in-fllght data must be interpreted with considera-
tion of this phenomenon. Coupling the stcgnation point solution to the one-
dimensional charring ablation solution (a relatively simple task) and solvlng_ at least,
the axlsymmetrlc problem away from the stagnaiion point (a much more involved
problem) will account For some of the discrepancies between laboratory and Flight
test data and thus provide more accurate predic._ions of the ablator pe,#ormance. -_

[
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- _LA._K I',;GT FILMED.

THEEFFECTSOFMULTID! MENSIONALFLOW
THROUGHPOROUSMATRICESIN

MASS TRANSFERCOOLING

INTRODUCTION

X

The proper prediction of the heat and mass transfer Frocesses occuring within
a porous layer is important in the design of some mass transfer cooling systems• e.g.

transpiration.and charring ablator systems. In these systems, the surface exposed to
the hot thermal environment consists of a porous layer through which a fluid of pre- <I::
ferably high heat absorbing capacity is injected into the external stream. The
advantages of cooling by the transfer of rr.'assfrom the surface into the external
stream are twofold: the reduction of |he convective energy transfer into the surface
(the "blocking effect") and the absorption by the coolant of a portion of the net
energy transferred to the surface. These phenomena are well-krown and widely dis-
cussed in the literature, see refereHces 4, 22, 23, and 27.

--- j

: Prediction techniques have been formulated both for transpiration as we!l as . "
: " charring ablator systems. However• all of the analytical mod._ls discussed in the

literature share a common i_mltatlon: the restriction to ca_es resolvable by "one-
dimensional" approximations. The term "one-dimensional" as used here implies func-
Honal dependence on one spatial coordinate and time, such as radial flow and ._
uniform flow through a flat plate.

A crude but valid criterion for justifying one-dimenslonal approxirnatior_s is that
the pressure gradient along the freestream and permeability of the porous matrix along

_. the surface should be much smalle," than the gradient and permeability• respectively_ __
normal to the surface. Although this criterion is tacitly assumed in all-one-dimension-
al models_ an attempt should be made to determine its range of validity.

In a recent paper, P. J. Schneider and R. E. Maurer, reference 28, considered ,_
multidimenslr_nal coolant flow through a porous hemispherical shell. An exact solu-
tion for the flow field was obtained under the assumptions of isothermal conditions
and uniform permeability. The more important problem of determining the effect of
multid._menslonal flow on the heat transfer was by-passed in view of the assumption
of uniform temperature. It was pointed out, however, that for conditions of high :'
external pressure gradienJs, the coolant efflux _nto the boundary layer at the si'agna-
tlon region was drastically reduced and that under certain conditions, there could i

be an influx of boundary layer gases into the matrix, t
!

In this appendix, the effects of multidimensional matrix flow are examined wffh !
the purpose of determining their influence on the heat transfer. Primarily because ";¢

_ of the "cornplex;ty of the problem, the investigation will be restricted to the stagna- i
tion region of blunt axisymmetric surf'aces. The maximum influx occurs in the !
stagnation region and restrictlon to this area allows a tractabie-analysh. !

I
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION /

The problems of primary concern here are: (1) the establishment of criteria for
determining the valldlt-/ of one-dimensional models and (2) the determination of the
effects of multidimensional flow on the heat transfer characteristics.

The first is accomplished by considering the flow within the mefrix alone. A
parametric study of the behavior of the stream function normai to the surface will
yield the necessar/ information. Consideration n.ust be given to the effects o£
variable viscosity, compressibility, non-lsothermal conditions, matrix tMckness and
surface curvatures.

In order to establish the effects of multidimensional flow on the heat transfer

characteristics, the internal flow solutions must be coupled with those c.f the bound-
ary layer. This is done by matchMg solutions c.t the outer surface of the porous
layer. It ": not sufficient to consider simply the matrix flow behavior. The para-
meters the. determine the effects on the heat transfer are the energy absorbing
efficiency __ and the blocking efficiency __ These are defined here, respectively,
as the ratio Cot the t_"actual amount of energy stored by the coolant to that which is
stored when the matrix flow is one-dimenslonal, and the actual blocking act ieved to
ihat which is achieved if the flow is one-dlmenslonal.. At relative low convective

heat fl',,x to the surface, both ',__ and _h play equally _mportant roles but at higher
heat Fluxes (and correspondingly n.gher mass fluxes and surface tempe atures) the

blocking efficiency _B assumes more importance.

A consequence of multidimensional flow in the matrix is the occurence of slip
flow along the surface. TMs phenomenon has been consldered by G. S. Beavers
and D. D. Joseph, reference 29. Under very h;gh freestream pressure gradients
and stagnation pressures suck as may be obtained under ballistic entry, sllp Flow may
become s;gnificant. The existence of slip flow may be _nferred from physical a_gu-
rnents, if boundary layer conditions are met, the pressure and the streamwise pressure
gradient are essentially constant across '_e boundary layer, and since the surface is
permeable, the streamwise pressure gradient at the surface causes a flow clong it.
This sllp flow may be readily calculated by Darcy's equation.

Two cases of practical interest will be considered: ce.nstant inner wall pressure
and _onstant pressure drop across the matrix. The former is applicable to active
transpiration cooling systems where the reservoir pressure is constant. The lat_er is i

, more llkeiy the case in passive systems, _.e.g., charring ablators and passive trans- :_
piration cooling where the dlstrlbut_on of the pressure at the inner surface is dictated '_
by the external pressure. ;:'
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FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The physlcal model to be considered is shown in figure 7. It represents the
stagnation region of an axisymmetric Body traveling at supersonic velocity and zero
angle of attack. The surface is made up of a porous material of thickness S that is
permeable both normal to and along the sur.race.

If steady state conditions are assumed and the coalant is a gas, the governing
equations of flow within the porous layer are:

Conti nui ty :

1 a__ [1 _- S _I  �(pv
)

s _ _ J
_ , R____] _ Y

(___ I a sln#(p ) =0 (A])
Pressure:

(R - S) I _- R -

I O_..E.2 _ 2GT + (A3)

s _" _' • ",,,r. ri,y J

Energy: aT S 2 p VCp aT

Sp vc --+(1,P a_1 _) ,_F+ RS____TI] a'_ = _

[' ' ']"'(k)-__.. aT ; "1 _ +

1 s l TM _"; _ _ _'
,s,

,+ _ slne a_ _ fA4) ,_where ,.
• ,

I_ = 0 for two-dimensional axlsymmetric flow_
= 1 for three-dlmensi0nal axisymmetrlc flow _ I

For all practlcal _purposes, the term involving der!vatlves with r._spect to 0 in the i
]

rlght-hand side of equation (A4) is negllgible in the limit as 8"-" 0 and may be -- = I
neglected. In considering tF,e stagnation region, equations (A1) through-(A4) may ',-

; be made tractable by a perturbation analysis. For small values of 9_ the flow
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variables may be expressed in perturbed form as

p,, = • = • o(_) +0_ (n) + 101(02) (A5_v y y, y, 1 " " '

PV0 = _e-- r_8,0(_) + 8n_8,1(_) + "" IO1(82) (A6_

2
p = p = p0(-q) + 8pl(r/) �...IO1(82) (A7/

T = ToIr/) + #Tl(t/) + ... IO1(62) (A8/

Symmetry requires that rf16,0(7/), Plff/), and Tl(rl) be zero.

The two important cases o£ constant inner wall pressure (CIP) and constant pres-
sure drop across the porous layer (CPD) can be treated here. In the case of CIP.

the ratio (p2- p2)/(p2- po2) is of wlth CPD, the ratio p2/p2eindependent 6, and
must be |ndependent aT 6. i

4

:" Upon substituting equations (AS) through (A8) into equations (A1) through (A4),

: equating coefficients of equal po,vers of 8/ neglecting terms involving second and
' higl_er ord_r terms in _, and normalizing the flow variables, the Following set_ of

equations applicable to the stagnation region are obtained: :

Continuity:
,

_- 1 +
5

. For constant inner wall pressure (CIP_, equation (A91 takes _the Form .._

,+ ._ = _ ,S(I + t_)

_ + dn (R- S) [1+. R-_S _] _

' t- r2 P, e m -P I
. 0

' o R----"S o

and for constant pressure c,,'op across the matrix (CPDI, the continuity equation + --- "
becomes .,

' s (I + t_) •

.. d'q +(R S) 1 + R - s'rl .,

/]2 R2 . .
t- Ps Ps I'v,6 M T- , + ¢-, I (AI'I) +., + L:"

,+
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Pressure:

dF 2 S Z G T r_ I ¢) "_

= o o ¢'TN .TI
d--'-_- 2 F° i" + _ Y LT! _To r. _, (A 12)

Ps M gc v,y ., y

Energy: k
31Z-

i (_) 1 +,' k o 8¢)T ! DC)T
d2T "_ B _)y - [,+ R_snS]Fo -_¢t 8n I ay
"-'-'2-= (A13)
dn __k

:. k :
o

With the following boundary conditions imposed

¢,y(o): 1 ,: ., ,,.'

_T(O)= 1

F(o)= i_ (A14) ..
oJ

d'T (TT_). -_T(o)=B _ -
; 0

To complete the set, the boundary layer equations must be included. These
are given in any standard text on aerodynamic heat transfer, e.g., Dorrance, (ref-
erence 24), and will not be included here. For purposes of illustration and to keep
the problem from becoming untractable, cold wall and frozen boundary layer flow _
assumptions were used. For these cases, the solutions to the boundary layer equa-
tions are obtained in quadrature: .- v

( °i U _ W

_-- I- + -- --
-t • " e

T-I"
w G(",I,Pr) (A1_ :

_I W _ C ,. -i

w G(q, Scl
w,-w b'T_T_ra" . _

where • w_ _ _ t

0 0

K = 1, Pr, or Sc - .,; ;.'_-._'_'_,--,> _-_"'

-: c:p_/(p_)e" - -i,'-_

I "
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and f is the o]rr'=nsionless stream function obtained from the solution of the Blasius

equation

f"' + if" -- 0 (A16_

The ratio or sllp velocitv at the wall to boundary layer edge velocity may be readily
obta;ned by equating thv boundary layer edge pressure gradient to the streamwise
component of Darcy's equation at the outer surface of the porous layer:

2

gPe _ I ;_Pe _w u l0w u_ w w (A 17)

;_x R 30 I'v, 0 Fi, 0

Upon neglecHng the inertial term,, the ratio of wall velocity to that at boundary
layer edge becomes

u p /3r
W _ e vi_

Ue /Sw (A181

The net heat flux Tnto the surface is calculated by an overall energy balance as
shown in figure 8. .,

The net heat flux Q absorbed by the coolant isw

Q = r'h h - rfl (I -)k) 2 I _" q + I _ _y d_l �hl_
w w w o -_. 1 + (1 +_ s '. (A19)

and must equal the net huat flux into the surface

r   1/4iQ = Q - (1-_) a_T 4+ _a_:(T w _Pdd"_qlw,
- (A20)

W WtC W
L.

where the convective heat flux is determined from

O = [ Pe /_e /3 (/ -_s).l"''5. (He " aw)
w,c G(Pr- _ ) (A21)

H = w h +(1 -w ) h.
W W W OrW' I
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Figure8.- Coordinatesystemandcontrolvolumefor overall
energybalance.
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where T
jlP

=/ dT �hhw _. Cp
0

The coolant surfc_e concer.tration ww may be calculated F,'om the _olutlon of the_
boundary layer diffusion equation, wklch is

1 -w
e

w = (A22)1w i

- -os--_,;_) f(0)
for binory systems.

The matched so:ution is obtained numerically as follows- equations _Ag) thro:Kjh
(A13) with Jundary conditions (A14) are solved using different values oF inr,e su_- :
Face temperature T . For each assumed value of T there corresponds a vclue of
outer surface otemperature T and mass flux. These,° in turn, yield a w=lue oF the
convective flux into the su_c.ce and reradiated flux. From equations (_19) and :
(A20): the net flux absorbed by the conlant and the net flux into the surfuces are
calculated and their difference taken. Starting with low v'_iues of F , _t is in-
creased incrementally until the dlff_ .._¢e bet een the absorbed flu:: °nd net flux to ,
the surface is zero.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

A parametric study was conducted to determine under what con,._ition_ multi-
dimensional flow becomes sigl,;flcant. For this purpose, the valJe of the normalized ,._:_

stream function at the outer surface d_ was used as a clualltatlve guide, if the fl_w
is exactly one-dimenslonal, the value of the normalized stream Function across _he

matrix thickness is unity. To corr=lnte _w with flow conditions, the dimensionless ._
parameter w 1 _s deqned as

_1 R " g" tA23) ,

anG

: ¢;')[ " I'+' • !j (_24) . ],
t

The cho;ce of o_1 arises _,ut of convenience since "f incorporates tke effects of i
geometry and inner to outer wall pressure _atlo. It becomes the dominant perameter i

)

(
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for :mall values of the ratio :_.rmatrix thickness to surface radlus of curvature _'or

the ccse of constant inner w:,ll pressure and Newtonian pressure distribution:

S

i? -- 0, 4_y(_ )'----"_ cos(_, _ )

The matrix flow equations, equations (A9) thrc,ugh (A13), wilh boundary condi-
tions, equation (A14), were applied to a cyl_ndrlcal and spherical surface for various
values of thickness to rad:.us ,'otlo ,_. A Ne::,tonlon _reestream pressure distribution
was imposed. Compressibility and effects of viscosity variation with temperature were
taken into account by assuming the coolant to be an ideal gas, and the viscosity
to vary as n power law in tempe_'ature. Both cases of constant _.nnerwal| pressure
(CIP) and constant pressure drop across the motrlx (CPD) we;e considered.

Figure 9 illu._trate_ the vaHatlon of c,_l with 0w under non-isothermal conditions
with the inertial term excluded From Darcy s equation. The extent of t_mperature
variation across the matrix is indicated by the mean arithmetic temperature normoilzed
wlth respect to the inner surface temperature, 6 -_ = (T + T)/2T . Temperaturem o
,,oriatlons appear to have only G mild effect on t_e functlona_ relation bel'ween

and ¢,, The vaVues of _, for CIP are higher than those for CPD, (with the
W i I . . .,. |

same values at ¢ I indicating a greater ,es!stance to multidimensional flow in the
former. Arbitrari'lVy setting the values of ¢...-_ 0.9, when mbltldlmenslonal Flow effects
cannot be ignored, then for small values o_'_, t'ne Foltowlng relatlonshlps must exist
for one-dlmenslonal models to remain valid.

For constant pressure drop across the matrix

_1 -<0,275 (CPD)

For constant .her wall pressure

_.,1-<O. _ (CIP)

The importance of th_ inertial term in Darcy's equation on the extent of multi-
dimensional flow within the matrix is shown in figure, 10. The parameter 8 is used
as a measure of the relative importance of the ",,,,_c_usto the inertial flow resistance

within the matrix. The values of _1 necessary for boundary layer gas influx into the
matrix (_w = 0) decreases significantly as _ increases.

As the ratio of thickness to radius increases, the tendency towards multldimen-
sional flow strongly increases for CPD whereas it has only a mild eff'ect for CIP.
This is _llustrated in figure 11. At values of _k greater than 0.25 multidimensional
flow cannot be ignored for the constant pressure drop case. Small scale laboratory
models of charring ablators are likely to have a relatively large thickness to fan"us
ratio.
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Figure 11.- Geometrydependenceof multidimensional
flow effects.
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The effect of multldimen_ional flow on the cooling or frcsnsplration effic_er_cy

_,' _s shown in figure 12. As expectea, the vaJue of _C strongly depends on theC •
temperature difference across the matrix. The greater the temperature d_fference, the

lesser the value of _"r" This can easily be shown by an overall energy balance, see
figure 8 and equatlon-(A19). The convective flux in the anguiar direction is a func-
tion of the average enthalpy across the matrix. The greater the enthalpy d_f._erence
across the matrix, thc greater the deviation of the mean enthalpy from the value at
the outer wall, consequently causing a lessening of the ._ransplrafion efficiency.

To illustrate the effects of .,ultidimensional flow on the heat transfer, the
analysis is now applied to a sample problem, that of a hemispherical entry nose cap
of one Foot radius with an external po+ous layer one-half inch thick flying at 20,000
feet altitude. The _nner surface coolonr flux is 0.02 oounds per second and the
matrix thermal con4ucfivity and coolant heat capacity is such that the parameter B
is about 2.0. The viscosity of the coolant was as:umed to be that of a;r. Other
pertinent data are:

• Surface emissivity 0.8
o Matrix porosity 0.8
• Matrix pore depth at surface 0.005 feet
• Matrix inertial permeability 1.0 (no inertial effects)

The procedure described in the previous section is applied to the sample problem.
Various values of the viscous permeability are used to show the effects of multidimen-
sional flow. The results r,_._shown in figures i3 through 15. As the matKx permeabil-
ity increases, mulfidimensiunal flow becomes more pronounced, causing a reduction of
coolant efflux into the boundary layer. This also causes a d_crease in blockin_
efficiency as shown in figure 13. Even at fairly low matrix permeabilitles (10-1"lft 2)
where (p /p)2_18, the blocking eff]clency_., is still considerably below unity,u
0.8 for _'pDsand 0.94 for CIP. As noted previously, the deviatiun from radial flow
is greater in the case of constant pressure drop. The temperature and pressure dre.os
across the matrix are shown in figure 14. At fairly high permeabilities, one-dlmensional
flow models may under-predict the surface temperature by seveJal hundred degrees Ranklne.
A mild effect on temperature distribution across the matrix is shown in figure 15.

So far t the permeability of the matrix was assumed constant, it is possible that
the permeability of the matrix is not unifolmly constant and could differ by orders of
magnitude from inner to outer surface. This could be significant since ;n the usual
experimental determination of the matrix permeability of chars, local variations are
not taken into account; only the overall permeability is measured. Ti_e overall
permeability may be relatively low but the local permeability of the surface may be
quite high. This could very well happen in some types of" charring ablators where
the poroslty increases significantly near the surface, More important, however, is
the case when the ablation process takes place at very low pressures. In these cases,
sllp flow within the matrix becomes very significant. An overall viscous permeability
taking into account coolant slip flow within the matr;x can be defined. This overall
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Figure !2.- Dependenceof transpiration efficiency on
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permeability then increases strongly with temperature and decreasing pressure, and
takes on values much greater than that for the purely viscous case. The same sample
problem is considered bul now it is assumed that the permeability varied across the
matrix in the form

I" := 10-li-'a_' (ff 2_, (A25)
V

-!1+a
so that the permeability at the surface became [" : l0 The results of the
calculations for different values c'cl" are sho:,.,.v.4_nfigures 16 lhrough 19.

V, S

Only the constant pressure drop case was cons;tiered since this is more applic-
able to passive systems. Even though the re.'o of inner to outer ",all pressure remains
relatively constant, indicating only a mild variutien in overal! permeability, a very
drastic change on the heat transfer characteristics is shown. The temperature drop
across the matrix differs considerable. A similar effect on the blocking efficiency is
shown in figure 18. The normal mass flux d_stributlon across the matrix For different
values of [_ is shown in figure 17o The contours a.e almost identical across the

V S

matrix excejJt near the surface where a large deviation is shown ;:or decreasing values
of F . For [" : 10-6"5, influx into the matrix occurs. Only a mild effect on

VS V $ ....
the temperature Ehstnbuhons ,s manifested by a change in I_ as shown in Figure 19.

V, S

In t'he sample calculations reported here, the slip velocity was negligibly small
and shows no effect on the heat transfer characteristics of the system. It may be

mentioned that the ratio Uw/Ue given by equation (A18) is a surface condition inde-
pendent of the internal behavior of the matrix, its effects may become significant

under ballistic entry conditions where Pe and [_ become very large. A lessening of
convective flux will ,esult.

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of multidimensional gas flow through a porous matrix in the stagna-
tion region of blunt axisymmetric bodies have been investigated and-the following
conclusions may be stated:

(1) A mathematically exact formulation For the stagnation region has been ob-
tained for two particular cases: constant inner walt pressure and constant pressure drop.

(2) For the same boundary layer conditions, porous mah'ix and coolant proper-
ties, the case of constant inner wall pressure is less likely to have significant multi-
dimensional flow.

(3) A plot of the dimensionless parameter against outer surface stream function
shows a mild dependence on temperature for both constant pressure drop and inner
wali cases.
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Figure17.- Normal massflux distribution acrossmatrix
with variablepermeability.
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Figure18.- Effectof variablematrixpermeabilityon
blockingefficiency.
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(4) Multidimensional flow is strongly dependent on the ratio of matrix thick-
ness to the radius of curvature of the outer su,face for the constant pressure drop
case. It is much more likely to occur for tJgher values of ,_.

(5) The convective heat flux to the surface increases in view of the lessening

of the blocking efficiency.

(6) The cooling efficiency of the transpiring gases decreases with increasing
temperature drop across the matrix.

(7) The permeability at the outer surface dominates the overall heat transfer
process. A high permeability at the outer surface can drastically ,.hange the heat
transfer from the boundary layer even if the average permeability across the matrix
is low.

(8) Slip flow arising from the streamwise pressure gradient along the surface is
of secondary importance except for conditions of high stagnation pressure as may be
encountered in ballistic entry.
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APPLICATIONOF LANGMUIR-HINSHELWOODKINETICS
TO CORRELATIONOF ABLATORSURFACEREACTIONS

CARBON DEPOSITION FROM METHANE

Starting with the data from reference 7, it is proposed to deduce the k]netlcs
of a typical surface deposition of carbon by means of extant generalized models for
reaction kinetics, as describ';d in reference 30.

Of the various steos involved in dc:'ermlnina the rat_ of a surface reaction --

1t diffusion of reactants to the surface, 2_.adsorption of reactants on the surface, 3t
the surface reaction, 4/ desorpfion of products, and 5/ diffusion of products from the r_ I
surface -- only the second, third, and fourth ore considered to be important for the x I
ca:.e here of a stirred reactor in which there exists a high intensity of turbulence, h_ ir"l

¢D I

The net rate of _dsorption of the reactant methane may be expressed as the dlf- c_._l
_-_,.'encebetween ;ts rates of adsorption and desorption <_ I

_C_.l." "_f .c_ f PC,_..L_ v - _t'b.Ct4¢ Cell,t,

/p _ _ (B1)

where the adsorption reocfion may be ,epresented a__

1villi
CH4 + C(s) = CH4 C(s,_

cH4 : 21%Hp] r:xl
in which the original carbon atom site is covered by a new carbon atom to which a

molecule of H2 remains adsorbed for a time while the remaining molecule of H2
(from CH41 is adsorbed on an adjacent site.

Thus the rate of forward reaction is proportional to the surface concentration of

CH4 multiplied by the fraction of adjacent vacant sites:

= P"c.,_cv • (B2)_.,¢, �._,__ = _ _,_.C._,,,0 = _,_. 0_ 0v Cr
P

where Cv
_) - (B3)

v CT_&CHH'
and

¢-T-c t_
at low surface coverages.
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The reverse surface reaction will be _eken to be proportional to the pairs of

adjacent centers (adsorpHon s_tes) formed by adsorbed I-I2 molecules

¢_" - ._j., 0:2" C, (BS)

Thus, the net surface rate is

e,._,+: At. _ o_,.:+_,c, - _2..o,_c,.
• (B6)

and the net rate of product desorpHon may be expressed as

-th"z.= _'_,_t. P°z"L cv -"_r'"z C"t.

o__,._.c_ ) (B7')=_',£"L (P"_Ov C-T" _,,,A.
where the desorpHon reactTon is token to be

H2 C(s) = H2 + C(s) rx]

Note that

Cr = Cv + C_¢,+ C_z" (B8_

O|

I. = 0 v + _+ _l.lt.. (B9)

Overall Process

• " OCH4 , OH9 from
The unknowns to be eliminated are rnc, mH2, INCH, 0 v,

the system of equations (BI), (B6), (B7_, and ([_9]-and the net mass balances f_om

sto_chiometry

• 4,

mHt,- -_- nlc_, (B]O)

and

" = fi_c (B]])
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I',lowt

v = _"- ( _ _flZ..) (B12)

and, therefore, equation (Blt becomes

B13)

equaHon (B6) becomes

[_-"+e,._e,._ - e-&-7=_ _t,,4, 81" _ _",,/. - Offz K,,41..J (B14)

and equaHon (BT) becomes

• ___]

EquaHoas (B]3) end ('B]5] may be solved for 8CH 4 in terms of 8H2 . usingequal[on (B]O)

and [Z,_f.t,,(_-L_.4.* Pc..t..4.).P,z..4.] '¢,./

" ZO.&"_./..L P¢,._,4. -.Z5 .lt.;,c,,t Pc,_.._ 8, z *"/'._._z P"z'_ (B17)
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Thereforer

= A - 60., /B18_

where A and B are deflned, respectively, as

._ = .Z_'_',_, t, Pr___,L+_,,_ _L,_ (B19/

: -- (B201

•_,.__,_ ( _-_,_#+ P_+,4.)'P"z, ,L

Substituting equation (B]O) into equation (B]]) yields

• 4, _ = /_/£ (B211m_ -_-_ c_

Thereforer

thQ./4 = 5 _¢_ (B22)

Using equations (B211 and (B]8), equations (B131 end (B141 may be solved for 8H2

so that
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Therefore,

and solving for

where the terms a, b, ar,d c are defined here, respectively, as

a --- B (J_-I) 4" I (B27a) i

b =-- _,c. �Pc._,_(a - • .,

and

Thus, with OH given by equation (B261 and OCH given by equalion (B1Bt, equation
e 4 -

(B14) may be _lved. Si,_ce rflC it _<nown, and the kinetic and adsorption equilib,ium
constants are n._t, these must be determined from the data using the solution of equa- °
tion (B14).

Surface Reaction Only Rate Controlling

The adsorption of reactants and desorption of products are assumed to be at eq-
uilibrium. Thus, at equilibrium, equation (B1) becomes .
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= %.._.,,. (_-e,,)
(B29/

t + Pr_a._. K-c_¢,4.

Equat;on (B7) becomes

(
wMch may be solved for 8H2 and 8CH4

o,=a,..,e,_,,.,.- _..(_- o.- o_,)_.... <,_,,
and

( '- P"z"v_"''_" ) (!;32)%= a..,_..-o,-e,.%, K..., = t-e,_ a,_,,._.%.._,_.,.

Equating equations <B291and (B32)

Thus,

_- _,._,_._ _P_,_":_,_,,_.

t

: (B34/

(_*',_")(7%'__,I_')_'__": _"'"
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Thus (dropping the subscript ._,on '.'he adsorption equilibrium constants/,

= P_ $�,_- ZP_uLK--=,_K--.Z (B36_

Now, equation (B14) may be:solved for rhC with the values of equations tB3_ end

(B36"_for _H2 and 8CH 4, respectively
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For convenience, the ratio (1 - PH2, K . '(P st( } is called IPK] in the follow-ing equaHon. " H2 ' H2, H2

+'_."q _--%,_'%" Po,,,..,'_._-_,, %,._%.,,%t %-'% ) ,B38_

Now, for the reaction

CHz = C(s! - 2H2 [11

,r q

Using equatlons (B31_, on4 (B32/

/'_Z,Z., _uli = _lv /_"z,,,'l.., (B4C)
_nd

%4
P_,_,.4,,,_uil - &v k'._f. (B41)

so that

r = (842t
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Now, at thermodynamlc equilibrium, for reaction IX] by equation (B6],

( 0::_
Thus,

and

Equation (B38_,may now be rewritten as

79
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Adsorption o£ Methane Rate Controlling

Fe- the adsorption of CH4 rate controlling, the surface reaction and product
d._sorpflon steps are assumed to be in equilibrium. By equations (B9/, (B44'_, and

, and cssuming surface reaction equilibrium,

and repeating the equation for H_ desorotion equilibriumZ

Solving equations (B31) and (B47) for and respectivel
0H2 0CH 4' Y

8_z= =
£ + K--#z,.a. t + ,1 (848/

K_z,,4,.

K._,_,_b K-_,_,4. bL&l.

So that

A I (B52_

8O
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where

&]" 1 = the brackets so labeled in equation (B51_
bt J

Since

b_.'--,aL- 1 = - (_l_'f-].-) (B53'

then

= &__ 2.&s_+ ]_ = (as-£) z B54]_ +Za.£+L - '-kat

and

-Bj*(a_-l.) = a_,_ �L_:al,_J.=
_cM,f= Za._. za_.

[ zal.

= _ zz£ = L
z ____L__ L = _- (B55_

F"a_,l._.. N._¢,4. Kr_4,.4.

where fhe second root is plausible for reaction

£

L + L + _z,----_ V_,.,¢,._ \ " _,.sb/
8_z = - (B56_

L* _" _ + _._ L+ 1"
K_/ZA" ',-a_,4. _-_

S_mpl_fylng

t.

Now, by sto_ch_ometry
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Substituting equations (B55), (B57), (BS8'_, and (Bg_. into equation (B1),

K,__,/,_. j

¢,.e._.IC_Z,4."+ _.+

- _" l_L@W_+ K-e.a.L+_,4,4.

Hydrogen Desorptlon Rate Conh'olllng

For hydrogen desorpffon rate controlling, equations (B29) and (B471 may be

solved for 0H2 and 0CH 4. Substituting 0 CH4 from the first part of equation (B29)
into equation

t* _4_ ¢--,-u_,4.J

= _,_)__+_u,___,_,_ )

_ Pc%__-_4,_ (B601

82
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6_,L_,e_K._z,_.p_.,_K__.4,,cL - "-o%a-_i:&z+ 0_zL _L_#,A..__.6z" J L _o_£_. ]= 0 ,

E)_z= Z_ 2

-I.t I_ + z, - L

-i±

-£ +

£ L
or (B621

Only die flrsf root is acceptable, since 0 < I, and, H_us, _rom equaHon (B29}
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Now, by stoichiometry,

r_p, = mC (B641

Subsfifut!ng equations (B62'_, /B63), fB64), and (89_ irfi'o equaHon (B7)

= -_'_f,l"ll, CT Z,4[. - . --II1.- I/l.

(_'- '---_ " "_ ° _ l.z _z_ Y _'_z/_z£ _,_"

J

Data Analysis

For desorptlon controlling, equation (B65/ may be written as
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where

• PCH4, s,For data analysis, the terms mC, and PH_,s are known. Thus, at a

given temperature, two data points will determine X an_ Y. Now, solving for Y
I/Z _ _/z_ _

so that

K,.,_p,'I- _ _ _ _ p. LIzX _ ____ - Xl%,_. _f,_Lrhc_ _ XA_. _,_.
V = -_- "r " _ q2- ' _.L
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l,_.u,l;n9 _quul;o,i tn/u)

f u_ p__ i/z .)
= (B711

Thus, Y becomes

lnis model, when applied +o selected data of leference 7 dld not glve exclusrvely
positive values for the constants involved; hence, it must be rejected as implGusible.

For adsorption controlling, equation (B59/ may be written

+t - _w P_<l,_= z?_@J_. (Brs_

where u, w, and z are groupingsof the constantsinvolvedin thlsequation.
Thus,

_C '_ _/V,,,4. ,, /B74)

which, by inspection, is not the relationship shown by the data oF reference 7 For
carbon deposition.
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For the surface reoc_;on rate con_rolting, equation (B46/ may be rewritten in

terms of three unknowns x, y, and z (,_hlch refer, in this case, to kf, sCT, KH2 ,

and KCH , respectively), and the letters which refer to c,_nstants in that equat.on4
and in subsequent groupings. Now, for the first data _,oint a 1 the solution

= )Z, (B7N

may be solved for x
Z

X --- (B76/• i

and substituting this value of x into the so!ution for rhe second data point a2 yields ! ._

( 4 'b_.ct_ q_9_at-_9+ _ $�d(87m

,] •= i+_/_} Ü�,�+_I£_) _)Z_)+ £ (6Z+/iZ_ ¢.6Z9 z (B78) .J

So that ;- ._

and

---D

¢
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---F

-G

=H

1-h.us,groupingwith bracketslabeledin equation(B801

and, dividing b 7 [D - lt],

__3.1../:)ZZ + _Z + r -- Z_ (B82/

for solution

(B85/

b2 3
if "-4- + _7 < 0, thenNow,

b
-__T_T.
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and

-1
¢ = CO5 ¢ (B87,

so that

Substituting these values oF z into '!.e followir.g equation will enable the solutions to
be determined

[ )]'[ ,)]
a_ -- ..... z (B89"_

_ l

The solution to the following equation is desired

for i = i,2,3 (three roots are possible for each value of y_. This model appears to
yield plausible sets of values for the correlation constants involved, i.e., there exist
sets of positive values for x, y, and z, at least somewhere in the range 0.9 <_y <99
as determined by calculations.

For the complete model, equations (BI4), (B18/, (B26_, (B27), and (B451, the ex-

perirr.ental unknowns are CT_ K H , KCH4, kf, s, kF, CH4, and kf, H2. which must all
be pos_tive in value when inFerre_ from exper;mental data.

So that
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where

_4 =

9eft¢ = ;4 - _ _/4__ (B92/

and the groupings A and B are deF:ned, respectively as

,4 = _._-¢.c_¢_¢,A,+ "_¢.az_,_. fB93

and

B --: "_- 'c'c_/4 "_¢' az _:aZ'4" (B941

and

[positive root(sl enlyl
where

9O
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This .-"odel is considered to be too complex at the moment, since 1) it appears that
the a]sarptior, controlling model, equation (B89], yields plausible values of x, y, and
:; and 2_.a 6-constant corre!ation v,ould produce too many possible sets of roots for
meaningful interpretatian.

TREATMENT OF DEPOSITION DATA CASES

It is tke purpose of this section ro demonstrate the treatment of data from refer-
ence 7 For use in deducing the constants of equation fB46], developed under the
assumption that reaction _VIIli prevailed at the surface. (There was no experimental
evidence that gas phase deposition occurred.t

Since the reaction chamber used for the data obtained in reference 7 was stirred

fby a propeller), it was assumed that the turbulent intensity induced by the agltation
was sufficient at all flow rates to insure the presence of the kinetlcally controlled
reecHon rate regime. The Reynolds number far the Flow throughout was of the order
of 0.1 to 1.0; thus a high turbulent eddy diffuslvity must be maintained to prevent
diffusion-limlted reactions at the surface. The amount of deposition then is a func-
tion of residence time or flow rate in the chamber, temperature, and partial pressures
of the components.

For perfect mixing in the reactor, operating at steady state, the methane con-
centration of the effluent may be taken as representative of the average methane
concentration in the reactor. The rate of methane disappearance (based on reaction
chamber cross_ection area'_ is

rh_As _ks !B96_

where the term rnC refers to a unit area of carbon surface; the influx of methane is

G_4,° = X.c_, o Go = ZZ.4 (/,O) _= 13## _ cm_¢/.C
and the efflux is

x.c_,t,,u mc .A_
_ p*p�4�=X'_4,fC71 " lI_44)(ZVB.Z) IZ--'-_e, (B98_

From the stoichiomet,y of reaction [Vllll, For each mole of methane consumed,
two moles of hydrogen are Formed; therfore,

(B99/
_¢ = Go- azA_ JZAe. ,_.._
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Thus,.

1_4,J IZ. (B100/
I$_--_- + It_

and

Y_llz = X_z,l' "= {'-,c -- u _" (B1011
-_g:-T" + _z.

where the partial pressure of each component is given by

P. = X. P (81021
I I

In the cases where efficiency is given in reference 7, rather than _nc, the mass
flux may be calculated from the relationship defining efficiency as

t _L_s /__,/., u
7_ - /?..._ /_,,J.4.,4: (BI031

and

_ r{,_ {F/.ffZ4e,Z) xa_¢,o u" /3. '7 {/3,/-'4.)(Z48.Z) " _,_U Xc,4,/.,,o (.O00_,SIZ) (BI04)

Table !11 lists data used in the calculaHons. Under the assumphons made, the
partial pressures of methane and hydrogen and, when necessary, the mass flux of car-

bon deposited were ca!culated. With the values of rfl_, PH2' and PCH4 for two
sets of three data cases each (the first set comprised o_ cases 1, 2, and 3, and the
second set of cases I, 4, and 5/, the three constants of equation (B461 were solved
for by trial and error. It was necessary to divide the data into two regimes since
one set of three constants could nut fit all data points well, possibly because the
assumptions involved in the Langmulr-Hinshelwood derivation were not consistent over
the range of hydrogen partial pressures encountered. The constants calculated for
2273 OK are given in equation (351. Figure 20 shows the capability of the expression
used to reproduce the experimental data.

For an ad hoc temperature dependency, the data on figure 6 of reference 7,
[which shows the variatlon of deposition efficiency with temperature, where effic-
iency is defined as the ratio of deposited mass flux to the total carbon (as methane/
mass flux in the deposition chamber], was cast in Arrhenlus form whlch yielded an
activation energy for deposition of 103.4 kBtu/mole.
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TABLE III - DATA SELECTEDFROM REFERENCE7
FOR ANALYTICALTREATMENT

i

Parameter Case Number

and jUnlfs 1 2 3 4 5

1_C (gm/cm2"sec) ...... .000030 .000048
I

-i..... 1.....
P (cm Hg) 76 28 28 9 7

T (OK) 2273 2273 2273 2273 l 22;'3

U (std liters/min) 4 2. 224 8. 896 2 4

"i1" . 208 . 140 . 04 ....

XCh4, ._ . 25 }[ . 25 . 25 . 25 .25i

XH2, o ] 0 .75 ,75 0 0
iiii i i _ I

2
A area for carbon deposition = 13.7 cms

2
A cross-section area of deposHion chamber --- 248.2 cmc

I
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Figure20.- Langmuir-Hinshelwoodcorrelation of kinetics of
carbondepositionfrom methane.
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Estimate of Internal Surface Area

The surface area of char available For deposition _s estimated using the assump-
tion of a cylindrical pore model with a diameter of--. 3 mlcrons, a tortuosity of 3.8,
and a theoretical (non-porous/ solid density of 135.

Assuming that the porosity _ is also equivalent to the fraction of" surface area
which is void space, the number of pores per unit area is given by

por

and the wall area of each pore may be expressed as

Thus, the pore-wall area per unit volume of porous solid is

I" g z

For comparison wi,'h internal oroperty data of materials wlth hight internal area,
the area _s Best expressed in meter2/'gram, and the pore radius in microns, i.e.,

,_p z'r _ ( _ Z ._ 1 CITI' '1

'= i_ _A_ s_ (B108_

where PCHAR is in Ibm/f?. The sink due to deposition is given by

where rfldep is expressed by, for example, equation (341.
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'°I_'*:C;_DL_'IGPACE £LANK NOT FILMED.

EFFECTOF NONCONTINUUMGAS DYNAMICS
ON POROUS SOLID THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

An approximate relationship for gas phase thermal conductivity in a porous solid
(k ) is given as

gP Lf
k = k (C1)

gp g Lf + Lg

;n refcrence 12 _he,e Lf i_ the effective pore size in a porous solid. Since Lg is a
gas-phase mean-free-path (for porosity of un;ty), it varies with temperature, pressure,
and composition. For the binary case (e.g., reference 31_.:

1

L = (C2)

2 2 "JC-"12+ _222
g12

/

where the average collision diameter is t_,

(0 1 + a 2) r r,_)l
a - (C3) ix

a 2 :_1
I

cl
the mean-square velocity is _ I

(:2-1

0 Nm

(where N is the molecular concentmtlon and m is the molecular welght/, and the av-

erage velocity is

C = 0.922 (C5)

The mean4ree-path in a single component gas is
1

L = 2 (C,'SJ

gl l_'_r a 1 N
The general multlcomponent case may be treated by methods outlined in refelence 32.

The mean-free-path for at," (gas/ based on viscosity (reference 12/ is

Lg, a,r(based on viscosity/ = 133 T (OR)• ' P (ram Hg_ (C7)
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Now, using the following data of reference 5

Data Point Pressure, Temperature, k,,_,(Avco production sample/,
mm Hg -F vr Btu/hr.ft OF

(_) .3 250 .040

(_) 760 250 .065

valces of k were calculated for use in the slmple relationship g_ven in reference 12
gP

for the overall thermal conductivity of a porous solid

k k k
= J-L + k + r---LL + c

ksp 1 - f s 1 - f 1--:-_ (C8)

A value for f (the volume fraction of solid in a porous materlal) is assumed. The
thermal conductlvlty of the solid phase and the effective thermal conductivity due to

rad_at'on _n the gas phase, k and k r respectively, are assumed to be _ndependent
of pressure, and the effective s r.thermalg conductlvlty due to convection, k r _Snegli-
gible, so that the thermal conductivity of" a porous solid in vacuum woul_l be constant

k = k + r--Eg-- + c
s,r s 1 - f 1---_T (C9]

The value for f was calculated from the relationship

f _ PVP (C10_
Ps

where the density of the vlrgln plasHc is

PVP = 34.0

and the absolute solid density in the virgin plastic is assumed to be

p = 90.0
s

Thus,

1 - f = 0.622
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at 240 OF, l'he continuum value for k _s _.0195 Btu/ft-hr-°F (reference 21/,
g, air

combining equations (Cl/, (C7_, (C8t, and (C9'1 yields a solution to" the overall
thurmal conductivity of a porous solid

k Lf
k = g + k /C11_.

sp '1 - f) (LF + 0.133 T_.t s,r

where the unknowns to be solved for are Lf and ks, r

Data point

@
0.0195 Lf

4. k = 0.040 (C121

0.622[Lf + 0.133 250-0.3 460] s,r

Data polnf

@ i

0.0195 I.f
+ k : 0.065 (C13/

0.622[Lf + 0.133 250 4601 s,r

Solving equations (C12) and (C131 simultaneously, two s_,iufions are obtah_ed

Lf = 80.9/1; k : 0.0336 {C14al$tr

and

LF = 0.31351_; k = 0.0400 {C14b_str

Figure 1 (page 25) shows the plot of k versus P as calculated by equation (Cll/sp
using the results of equation (C14). Clearly more data _s needed to ascertaln the

best value for the effective pore size Lf. In place of equation (C8), a more corn-
plex relatlonshTp such as that of reference 33 could be utilized.
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ABLATIONI) TA ANALYSIS

The predlct|on method used for surface recession due to oxidation must be care-
fully applied to ground test data in order to deduce the proper kinetic constants for
extrapolating to flight conditions. Th_. following section couples the surface reaction
kinetics with diffuslon in order to dete, mine the concentraticn of oxidant _f the sur-

face of the ablating material. Since this surface concentration is affected by the
mass Flux intG the boundary layer, corrections must be made for the effect of mulri-
dimens]onal Flow on the one-dlmenslonal value of the mass Flux. This is discussed in

the last section of this appendix.

Surface Reaction Kinetics

Expressing a surface re._ction rate yielding gases in the mass action expression
-]

ms= kf ]l(p r nr) - kb [.[(ppnp) (D1) _/:

r p ]
Factoring out kb and noting that I¥ :

kf _

K eq _bb (02)

equation (D1) may be written as

[ ( %)]rfl = kb K ]-[ Pr - I1 P (D3) 's eq s p s
P ,

(gas) (gas)

Note that For a simple sublimation such as _ _

A(s),,_A(g) [X_I i "

( ?:(2 rac _(Psat A "PA ) (04)
nhs= kb Keq - PA "_AA _ S 1 ..--, "r . ,
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Now, PA is a local product species partial pressure, and is affected by the
rate of diffus[6n in a nonequilibrium process such as ablation. Assuming a frozen
boundary layer and unit Lewis number, the .rate of mass transfer through a boundary
layer of a product species arising from a surface reaction is given by

n_ = _H ° (K -K I + (K rfl)p p, s p, e p w

as in reference 34.

From reaction stolchiometry (for a single reaction end similarly for a reactant)

r_ = 0_ rfl (D6)
p p s

Relating P _o K (and similarly for a reactant)
P P

PM K

p _ s p (D7)
p M

P

Equations (D3), (D5), (D6), and (D7) .may be solved for k. once the ablation para-
. bmeters are known and the particular reaction model is chosen

rfl
= s (D8)

kb _s )nrKr (P_s K/nPpP - 11K 11 M M
eq r r s p p s

(gas) (gas1

_,he.e (and s_milarly for a reactant)

a rfl+_H K
(K _ = ._p. s o p (09)

ps H +r_0 w

Attempts were made to find reaction models exhlblting a relationship between

log1,, kr and 1/1" ihat were plausible within the Arrhenius reaction rate theory andu D . S
showed minimum scatter when plotted Jr, an Arrhenius form, Pyrolysis gas combustion
was not considered. Figure 2 on page 27 shows surface reaction constants obtained
by applying the preceding analysis to th= data of reference 13. The various reac-
tion models tested are shown in this figure.
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# 

Mul ti di mensional Flow 

When the theory of multidimensional flow as outlined in Appendix A was 
applied to the wind tunnel data of reference 13, a considerable reduction in pyro-
I ysis gas mass fl ux "Jas predicted. The blocking functioYt '" shoul d then more nearl y 
approach unity in val ue, I eading to a higher val ue for the predicted surface temper
ature. Under a previous study done for NASA (Contract NAS9-6288, reference 1), 
the surface temperatures were consi derabl y underpredi cted (by as much as -- 300 OR) ; 
consideration of muitidimensional flow should result in better corroboration of test 
data and predictions. The results of calculations for the pyrolysis gas mass flux are 
presented in Tabl e II (page 32). The permeabil ity data of reference 22 corrected 
for slip flow according to the method outlined in reference 23 was used in these 

cal cui ati ons. 

Internal reactions such as carbon deposition, sil ica and carbon subl imation, 
carbon oxidation, carbon-silica reactions, and coalescence of molten silica were not 
considered for their possible effect on the permeability. Since slight variations in 
permeability are known (by means of trial calculations) to affect multidimensional 
flow significantly, the values in Table II are intended to demonstrate the importance 
of the effect of multidim~nsional flow at the stagnation point. As a result of these 
revised mass fl uxes, the correlation of reference 1 for surface recession due to com-

bustion must be revised. 
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Mui tidlmenslonal Flow

When the theory of multidimensional flow as outlined in Appendix A was
applied to the wind tunnel data of reference 13, a considerable reduction in pyro-
lys_s gas massflux was predicted. The blocking function _should then more nearly
approach unity :n value, Jeading to a higher va_ue rO. the predicted surface temper-
ature. Under a previous study done for NASA (Contract NAS9-6288, reference 11,
the su,'face temperatures were considerably underpredicted (by as much as --3uOCRI;
consideration of multidimensional flow should result in better corroboration of tes_

data and predictions. The results of calculations for the pyrolysis gas mass flux are
presented in Table !1 (page 32_. The permeability data of leference 22 corrected
for slip flow according to the method ouHined in reference 23 w_s used in these
cal culatlons.

Internal reactions such as carbon deposition, silica and carbon sublimation,
carbon oxidation, carbon-silica reactions, and coalescence of molten silica were not
considered for their possible effect on the permeability. Since slight variations in
permeability are known (By means of trial calculations1 to affect multidimensional
flow significantly, the values in Table !1 are intended to demonstrate the importance
of the effect of multidimensional flow at fhe stagnation point. As a result of these
revised mass fluxes, the correlatlon of reference 1 for surface recession due to com-
bustion must be revlsea.
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APPROXIMATEEFFECTOF RESIDUELAYERREACTIONS
ON SURFACERECESSION

For gasification reactlans taklng place in the residue layer, the mass Flux at
the wall is given by

l

_d = JP2 dx
(Eli

0

If sintering and deposition effects maintain a constant denslty_ the surface recedes at
the rate of

f.

_ = '_do2- S 02
dx (E2t

Z
0

Now, for flow through a porous matr;x, the temperature profile is approximate-
ly given by

T - T = (T - T ) e (E3/
O W O

from reference 35.

For tile case of the ratio I(rhc )/k^j equal to a constant C (i.e., %<< rh )
and a reference temperature of 0, th_ ztemperature will vary exponentially wlth P
distance. Now, the rate of reaction in the residue layer m.ay be given by an
Arrhenlus expression

-B/T E4}
P?_ = -P2 Ae "

i,I

for the case where surface reactions are assumed to occur wlth negligible change in .--

specific surface during the course of the reacHon. Substituting equation (E4) into "o
(E2) gives the rate of surface recession as

-.B/q" (ES) <= Ae dx ,
0

DifferentiaHng equation (E3) for T = 0 yields
o (E6)

-Cx
dT = T e (-C dxl = -C T dx /E6)W
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and hence

dT

dx - C'-? ¢E7)

Therefore,

0

f -B/"T
\ e dT (E8)

_=_ T
T
W

B

The substitutionof v - T leadsto the expression

B/T

,0e._ fw-A f dv A e "v dv

B/T
W

Thust the surface recession is given by an exponentlaJ integral under the Qssumptlons
chosen.

For use in an ablation computer program, the exponential integral may be eval-
uated over a temperature range oF interest and fitted to a second Arrhenlus expression
to be used in the subroutine calculating the rate of sublimation,
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INTERNALSLIP FLOWEFFECTSON THEPRESSUREDROP
ACROSSPOROUSSLABS

It is well known that at low pressures, slip flaky within the matrix may dominate
the momentum transfer process (reference 35t. An apparent permeability may be
defined that includes internal slip flow effects and may be used in the Darcy equation
•without changing its form. This apparent permeabilit 7 ;s defined as

7'] ,FlF = Fv _ _ "_--! _rM
P

_zhere the first term on the rlght-hand side of the equation is the purely viscous
value of permeability and the second term represents the contribution due to internal
slip flow. The ratio of apparent permeability to purely viscous permeability there-
fore becomes

F _ 1 + /_ P 8 G T (F2)
['v T _ _'_

The internal surface area per unlt volume A may be calculated From the viscous
permeability using the Kozeny relation (ref_ence 35)

A = _3 (F3)
p 6--]"_-

V t O

Using the value of ]-' for the Apollo heat shield material determined in reference 22,
the value of the ratlVo becomes

_ (F4)
r P

v

where the pressure is in pounds per square Foot and the temperature is in degrees
Ranklne. It is seen that at low plessures, the apparent permeability may be one
order of magnitude (or more) greater than the purely viscous value of permeability.

iu-I

I._ 1
I "I_ I '

I_-I
e_ I

.¢:1
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